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Images from the Fatima 2015 All-Inclusive Carnival Fete,
‘Dancing Under the Chandelier’- held on Saturday 7th February

Photos courtesy Lime.tt. Visit the FOBA Facebook page or FOBA website for full albums
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Living the Grey Shirt –
Justice Malcolm Holdip

interviewer: stefan roach

justice malcolm holdip is a high court judge and a fatima alumnus from
september 1966 to june 1973. during his tenure at fatima, he held the
premier position of head boy at the school. he has served as a judge in
the family court on more than one occasion.
He has also held many prominent legal
positions in the Caribbean Region where he
served as Director of Public Prosecutions in
the Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis from
1991 to 1994 and he was appointed Director
of Public Prosecutions in Grenada 1997-1999.
He held the position of General Counsel of
the National Bank Group of Companies in the
Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis. This group
comprises one of the largest indigenous
commercial banks in the OECS, the National
Trust Company and the National Insurance
Company. He was a member of the Legal
team of John Benjamin and Company in
Anguilla and also held the prestigious position
of President of the Bar Association.
Q: Sum up your years in Fatima in one
Q
phrase?
A Seven memorable years of camaraderie
A:
and friendships (now lifelong)
Q: How did Fatima influence your choice
Q
of career?
A: When I was at school I wanted to be a
A
teacher and lawyer and when I left, I
taught for 3 years at St. Joseph College,
Richmond Street, St. Joseph. Clive Pantin
was instrumental in getting me placed
there fresh from Form 6. While there, I
enrolled in UWI part-time to do a first
degree in Arts and General Studies. Two
years into my degree, I got a call to say
that the law faculty had a space in Cave
Hill.
Q
Q What separates a Fatima student from
the rest in the corporate world?
A
A I firmly believe the background, training,
education and moral values which he may
have inculcated and fostered at the
school (which I call an established
institution) would generally go a long way
in ensuring that he has the proper
character and formation to hold his
position in society.
Q
Q: I notice that despite your busy
schedule, you always make time for
your alma mater. What keeps you
here?
A
A: Well basically, persons who attend

schools like Harvard and other like
schools take pride in their associations
even when they live in territories outside
of those schools. Consequently, in terms
of the life as a Trini, this is my flagship
school, which has prepared and nurtured
me perfectly for my current life. As I got
older, and I reminisce about my times at
Fatima with friends, some have
mentioned how much they have listened
to what I said and apparently I have had a
positive influence on their lives especially
during my time as Head Boy.
I always look out for my fellow students
(past and present) in life and I carry an
inherent and unshakeable pride for
Fatima College. Ha Ha - It is a constant
source of mirth in my household, that
every time I pass in front of the school I
pose the question to my wife “Do you
remember what that building
represents?” I continue to be involved in
our fundraisers especially the cook-out
where my wife and I produce a dish, the
all-inclusive and the May Fair. As Fatima
alumni, many of us have involved our
spouses and it can be aptly termed “a
family-inclusive”.
Q Describe the most striking differences
Q
in the school during your time and now.
A Currently, one of the most striking
A
differences is that during and after
school, the boys now wear their shirts
out of their pants. That was totally
unimaginable at the school during our
time. Even on a weekend if you had to
attend an event at school, you would not
dare have your shirt out of your pants.
The physical structure is a striking
difference and there is constant
enhancement. The Audio Visual room
was erected during my final year as I was
about to exit school. Fatima was the
pioneer of the Audio Visual industry and
students from the AV Club moved on to
be the second generation TTT
employees. Fatima was one of the first
schools to offer Computer Programming
in the 80s and one of our internationally
renowned students Robert Wickham who

attended Harvard and MIT was among
the frontrunners. I think that had to do
with the brilliance and foresight of Clive
Pantin, then Principal and former Minister
of Education.
Before that ‘New Wing’, there was the
technical/ vocational wing and Technical
Drawing was one of those subjects that
survived. The bicycle shed was also a
major difference. I rode to school on a
bike for the seven years that I attended
Fatima College. My bike was a famous
bike in the school, known as Big Ben
which provided space for a pillion rider
one of whom is the well-known Newman
George.
Q What are the most rewarding aspects
of your present job?
A
A I like to see myself as an officer of justice
and therefore I feel a sense of
accomplishment on a societal level.
Personally, I am given an opportunity to
develop myself in terms of my skills, my
legal acumen and the opportunity to apply
the law. I worked in the Family court for
three years and I learned a lot about
family life, property law and issues
dealing with children, this was a very
intense and somewhat emotional period
as well. I have now returned to the
Criminal Division, which could be very
challenging at times especially given that
there are a number of systems and
processes which remain outstanding in
order to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of the existing system.
I am also the Chairman of the Drug
Treatment Court Steering Committee
which is a relatively new initiative and this
Committee works towards setting policy
guidelines as they relate to intervention
for persons whose criminal activity is
driven by drug addiction. This continues
to be a most satisfying and rewarding
pogramme. I work closely with other
stakeholders such as the Magistracy, the
Probation Office, Prison Authority and
National Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Prevention Programme. I also have
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responsibility for the Bail Boys Court.
Both of these new measures of
intervention try to recapture young men
and women, who are involved in drugs
and have made criminal choices but yet
present themselves to be capable of
rehabilitation. As you would recognize,
some of the pioneering innovations of the
criminal justice system is to replace
retributive with restorative methods. All
of the foregoing redounds to my
contribution to the society and to ensure
that in all of my work, in the words of
Black Stalin “I leave the world better than
I found it”.
Q
Q Why is T&T failing in the war on
crime?
AA So many reasons and so very complex!
Societal reasons…mal adjustments. You
can’t expect a judicial system to function
in a mal-adjusted society. Our social
systems are crumbling around us. There
are so many issues with which we are
bombarded which were not even
considerations previously. The world has
shrunken to a global village where the
internet is both a boon and a bane and
therefore we are assailed with the
gruesome details of very novel criminal
activity which we imbibe and implant into
our society. Violent crime over the past
12 years has been totally unprecedented,
the violence in schools…bullying, the
road rage and the anger amongst so
many young people in society. All these
things are part of the social culture, in
addition to problems in health care and
education. The impact of churches and
traditional teachers in the past is no
longer present.
The meteoric rise of the white-collar
criminal element who have become rich
and viewed as role models to so many.
People are veering off into a way of life
based on banditry. It is a world wide
social problem. The infiltration of criminal
activity into the police service - 40 years
ago, this would have been at a minimal.
We are in a society where people don’t
trust the police, so different to Canada,
UK, where, in spite of whatever problems
you may have, people would still trust the
police. You call 911 and they would
respond regardless of your location. In
Trinidad and Tobago you are frequently
told that there are no vehicles and that is
a final response. As I began - Societal
mal-adjustments!
Q Should the jury system be abolished?
Q
A At this stage of development, I would say
A:
yes. The system hinged about being
judged by one’s peers within your

community, village, the man in the street,
but based on the complexity of certain
trials, one has to ask whether the man in
the street is truly playing that intended
role. For example, the man in the street,
who may be encountering DNA for the
first time, and is instructed by the
presiding Judge that he should not
research it on the Internet. The same
goes for fraud matters…some people
don’t understand the intricacy of an
Accounting system. Complicated issues!
Yes, the jury would understand some of
the information presented, but are they
judging on the standard prescribed or by
their own standard? Additionally, now
there is a major extent of jury tampering
and intimidation.
Q
Q What is the main reason for the
backlog of criminal cases?
A The main reason for the backlog is that
A
we are doing 21st century cases in a 19th
century environment. The laws and
regulations in place have not kept up with
International developments. For example,
we have recently resuscitated the DNA
legislation; there was a problem when it
was initially passed and it was only
recently reenacted. We currently have
provision for audio/visual evidence but
the police stations should also have
proper recording devices for interview
rooms etc. The murders have become so
rampant that even with a low detection
rate, we are still overcrowded in the
prison system. There are 300-400
persons currently awaiting trial for
murder. The persistent requests of some
lawyers for adjournment and the
unpreparedness of the police bolster the
delays.
Q
Q What is the make of your family?
A ONE wife (with a big laugh) who would
A
like me to say that she is pure and
undiluted Grenadian, 3 children. Jarryd 28,
Arielle 27 and a langniappe, Yannick 16.
Q
Q How does your occupation impact your
family life?
A Not many changes to any normal family.
A
Definitely no significant changes since I
have become a Judge. I always remind
my children to watch their behaviour
because if something happens to them,
the news would report that ‘Justice
Holdip’s son/daughter was seen doing
whatever…’ We have a very active social
life.
Q Do you ever fear for your safety and
Q
the safety of your family because of
your occupation?
A Truthfully, NO, but since the ‘bold-faced’
A
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murder of Dana Seetahal, one recognizes
that the Criminal Justice landscape has
changed drastically and so the safety of
judges, magistrates, prosecutors, DPP
staff is of number one priority and this
undoubtedly relates to me…and with
particular reference to my adjudication in
the most high profile matter in the
country now (Vindra Naipaul murder trial).
Q A judge is expected to conduct himself
with a high level of reticence and
integrity at all given times, a person of
rectitude, levelness, and impartiality
with a measure of independent
thought. Correct? Is this a challenge to
your social life?
A
A Yes, he/she is expected to do that but I
never let it be a deterrent to my personal
social life as my own moral compass with
or without a judgeship precludes me from
indulging in certain types of behavior.
Remember I am a Fatima Old Boy. I
watch my language, personal behavior
and I try to avoid situations that may
compromise my position as a judge. You
would never find me in a political meeting.
I might drive past slowly, but I would
never stop (with a chuckle). I choose my
places of socialization carefully. Some
judges may avoid certain cocktail
functions in order to avoid meeting
politicians.
Q
Q Do you run away when your liming
partners start with the political talk?
AA No, I just sit down and listen and smile
depending on where I am. Sometimes it
is actually useful to sit and listen,
because I may be getting information I
wouldn’t get anywhere else.
Q What are your career and life
Q
aspirations?
AA I’m staring down the barrels of retirement
in 5 years. The Chief has placed
confidence in me to deal with the Drug
Treatment Court. My aspiration is that
when I retire to have 8 – 10 courts for
drug treatment for adults and juveniles. I
hope that judges and magistrates would
recognize the value of this in turning
around the role of the courts to be a more
restorative rather than a punitive one.
Q Is the job market for lawyers becoming
Q
saturated?
AA Given the numbers it may very well be,
however I have always advocated that
doing law doesn’t restrict you to being a
practising lawyer within the courtroom.
Many are qualified lawyers, but are
policemen, etc. It is a profession that
gives you the broadest scope of human
life. It is the only profession that touches
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the human personality before you are
born and after you die.
Q
Q Many prominent lawyers have
emerged from Fatima. How do you
identify an alumnus in the Courtroom?
A
A Actually, most of them, I know through
their association with FOBA. I would not
mention names given that they may
appear before me from time to time.
Q
Q What do you do for leisure?
A
A My wife and I are heavily into calypso and
calypso research as well as historical and
cultural related activities. I have been a
Calypso judge at the National level, the
chairperson of the Adjudication
Committee of TUCO (Trinbago Unified
Calypsonians Organisation) for the past 5
years. I was and still am an avid West
Indian cricket supporter. I followed my
West Indian cricketers on TV, radio and
would fly to different islands to watch
cricket…then the decline started. I had

flurrying moments of support, for
example, the success of Brian Lara. I am
a firm believer in West Indies cricket and
West Indies culture. They are the only
things that are keeping the region
together. When the West Indies team
wins, it is the entire region celebrating.
I also love steelband, mas and calypso.
Of course I celebrate the achievements
of…Etienne ace trumpeter…Shaw
(celebrated composer) and the current
secondary schools Soca
monarch…Camejo.
Q
Q What’s next on your bucket list?
A Ha ha…It always surrounds travel. My
A
number one is to lose some weight and
to allow my health to improve and have
less excess pounds to tote around. Egypt
is high on the list of places to visit and
possibly South Africa. I want to see the
pyramids. I want to visit Zambia to see
the Victoria Falls and the Zambezi River.

Q Advise a Form 6 student interested in
Q
pursuing a career in law.
A I have already spoken to Form 3s and
A
Form 6s this year. I always tell them that
they have to like reading. They have to
read and understand society, economics,
politics, history of your island and your
region. You must be an overall well-read
person and it must be a continuous
process. A lawyer must be in touch with
his/her social landscape. There are class
differences showing up in some lawyers
coming out now which are affecting their
competence. They must understand that
there are two societies coexisting side by
side here, Trinidad and Tobago and they
need to be au courant with both. I would
like to thank you for the opportunity to be
part of this process, it is heart-warming
and nostalgic in parts.
grenkit@hotmail.com
mholdip@ttlawcourts.org

Images from FOBA’s Carnival Cruise, ‘Splash 3 – The Cooler Cruise’
held in in collaboration with Holy Name Convent Alumni Association and St. Francois Girls College Alumnae, on board the
Harbour Master on Wednesday 11th February.

Photos courtesy Lime.tt. Visit the FOBA Facebook page or FOBA website for full albums
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Etienne Charles to receive
prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship
in its 91st competition for the united states and canada, the
john simon guggenheim memorial foundation has awarded 173
fellowships (including two joint fellowships) to a diverse group
of 175 scholars, artists, and scientists.

Appointed on the basis of prior achievement and exceptional promise, the
successful candidates were chosen from a
group of over 3,100 applicants. The great
variety of backgrounds, fields of study, and
accomplishments of Guggenheim Fellows
is one of the most unique characteristics of
the Fellowship program. In all, 51
disciplines, 63 different academic institutions, 23 states and the District of Columbia, and 2 Canadian provinces are represented by this year’s Fellows, who range in
age from twenty-nine to eighty-three.
Since its establishment in 1925, the
Foundation has granted over $325 million in
Fellowships to almost 18,000 individuals,
among whom are scores of Nobel laureates
and poets laureate, as well as winners of
the Pulitzer Prize, Fields Medal, and other
important, internationally recognized
honors.

A release from the Foundation has
announced that one of this year’s Music
Composition recipients is Trinidadian and
Fatima alum Etienne Charles, who was
featured in Issue #13 of the FOBA Newsletter ‘Beyond the Grey Shirt’.
www.foba.fatima.edu.tt/wp-content/
uploads/2010/09/FOBA-Jan-2014-v3.pdf
www.foba.fatima.edu.tt/features/alumni/
living-the-grey-shirt-etienne-charles
“I am deeply grateful, humbled and
honored to be selected as a 2015 Guggenheim Fellow. It is inspiring to be a new
member of this elite group of artists and
scholars,” states Charles. “This fellowship
will enable me to further my research and
create a large compositional work depicting
the original rituals and traditional characters
of Carnival in T&T.”

Further details on this prestigious honour
can be viewed at
www.etiennecharles.com
In August 2015, Charles will premiere the
San Jose Suite, a new work made possible
with support from Chamber Music
America’s 2014 New Jazz Works grant
funded through the generosity of the Doris
Duke Charitable Foundation. This fall will
see the release of his album Creole
Christmas, a cross-collaboration highlighting
traditional Caribbean holiday folk music,
featuring musicians from the United States,
Venezuela Macedonia, and T&T. On
November 29, Charles will present music
from Creole Christmas at a concert at
Queen’s Hall, PoS.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Tribute to Retired Teacher
Ray Holman, a Pan Legend by glen roach
ray holman entered fatima in 1968
and retired in 1998 with 30 yrs
service.
Teaching in Fatima College afforded me the
opportunity to interface with two of our
celebrated National icons, Brian Lara and Ray
Holman. I saw Brian grow to become my
favourite batsman of all time. As for Ray, not
only was he my colleague but we worked in
the same department, shared Form Six
Spanish and we sat side by side for most of
my career. What an honour to be in the
company of a musical genius, a recipient of a
National Award!
Ray was one of several middle-class college
boys who lurked around the panyard at a

time when the panman was considered an
“outcast”. Ellie Mannette invited him into
Invaders Panyard and his musical career
simply took off. He was soon organizing a
steelband concert in QRC. At age 16, he was
arranging for Invaders, even composing his
own tune Ray’s Saga for the band. This was
a precursor of things to come.
Ray moved on to Starlift where his talent
continued to unfold. His arrangement of
Penny Lane is a masterpiece. Jane was just
another tune in Sparrow’s repertoire until
Starlift played it for Panorama. Solo
Haromonites won that year but Jane
remained one of my favourites. Ray did
however emerge triumphant with The Bull
and Queen of the Bands. He created his own
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tune with Socking It With Steel, a trend
which he pursued incurring the wrath of
panmen and calypsonians. Ray lived to see
his idea of playing his own tune for
Panorama now become the norm.
It was in 1972 that Ray composed Pan on
the Move for Panorama. This led to Pan on
the Run the following year. Ray suffered the
same fate as Shorty when he created Soca.
He became a very unpopular individual. He
and Starlift soon parted ways and Ray went
on to arrange for several bands like Huggins
Pandemoniun, Carib Tokyo, Exodus, Valley
Harps and Skiffle Bunch. Unfortunately, Ray
did not win another Panorama. Ironically, he
arranged the music for two of Chucky’s
winning renditions for Calypso Monarch
2014 and 2015.
As a Spanish teacher, Ray was brilliant,
feared and respected by his pupils. I would

always remember my first Form Six Spanish
class. As I entered the class and introduced
myself, the students erupted in
uncontrollable joy. I later learnt the source of
their jubilation. I was replacing Ray. This
class included Justice Malcolm Holdip and
Father Derek Anton. Justice Holdip admitted
that in hindsight Ray exerted a tremendous
influence in his life. He was thorough and
demanding and laid a solid foundation, which
has helped him in his career.
Ray certainly helped me in my career also.
He was very strict with me when I joined the
profession and at one time I was even afraid
of him but I learnt so much from him. He
showed me very simple and creative ways
of teaching. É and Í simply meant I did
something. It is from Ray that I learnt of the
go, go verbs – tengo, salgo, vengo, digo etc.
Ray loved to deliver lectures. I will never

forget the day he lectured me about financial
planning and investment. This was at the
end of my first year of teaching. There I was,
a young teacher, working for a fantastic
salary of $669.00 and enjoying life to the
fullest. Ray cornered me one day and asked
me some searching questions:
“What did you achieve after one year of
teaching? What did you buy? How much
money did you save? Did you invest any
money?”
To all these questions, I answered in the
negative. This lecture had a tremendous
impact on my life.
Ray had a command of the English language
and he would make any topic sound
interesting. I’ll never forget the day that he
spent discussing the difference between a
shirt and a jersey or between very and
much. It was fun working with Ray Holman,
a pan legend!

FOBA’s 2015 8-A-Side Windball Cricket Tournament
by glen roach

the fatima old boy association
(foba) held its first annual 8-a-side
cricket tournament on sunday 12th
april, 2015 at the fatima college
grounds.
Six teams took part in the tournament with
participants ranging from 16 to 65. While the
adults played good ole cricket, the children
were able to enjoy the bouncy castle and
have a fun time. In the end the Fatima
College Cricket Team and "Must Win One"
emerged as the joint first place winners.

Event Results:
1st Place
Must Win One & Fatima WindBall Cricket
Side (Joint Champs).

Visit the FOBA Facebook album or FOBA
website for the full albums. The cricket
tournament video is also on-line at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2MFL0rWUiU.

3rd Place : Cricket Skunks.
4th Place : Stickers.
5th Place : Hit n Run.
6th Place : Pensioners.

must win one

Visit the FOBA Facebook page or FOBA website for full albums

fatima windball cricket side
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What’s happening in Sports
HOCKEY

TRACK TEAM PENN RELAYS 2015

TTHB Schools and Youth awards held on
26th April 2015 for 2014-2015 season:

Recap by Coach Nigel Cooper (Dean of Form 3).

Indoor U15 Division - Champions
Most Goals: Teague Marcano (14 goals)
MVP: Teague Marcano - Fatima College
Indoor U20 Division - 2nd Place
Most Goals: Teague Marcano – 10 goals
MVP: Tariq Marcano
Outdoor Premiership - Champions
Most Promising: Jeremy Nieves
MVP: Marcus Pascal

RUGBY
2014 Digicel Secondary Schools Rugby
Competition: Awards held on 16th April 2015
Under 14 Division - League and Knockout
Champions
MVP's : Nicolai Christopher, Nicholas
Navarro, Michael Gonsalves
Under 20 Division - Knockout champions;
2nd Place League
MVP's: Jordan Rodriguez, Shakeel Dyte
Chosen for the 15-man Digicel All Stars
Team: (11 players)
Kareem James, Jordan Rodriguez, Shakeel
Dyte, Brandon Greenidge, Jelani George,
Jacob Bonterre, Joseph Douglas, Andrew
Scoon, Matthaius Matthew, Michael
Gonsalves, William Edghill

Just returned from 5th trip to Penn Relays. I
thank God for helping and guiding us all the
way along this journey. He has gifted Fatima
College with seven amazing young men, all
of whom have been well nurtured by their
parents. Athletics captain Xavier Mulugata
(form V), Micaiah Joseph, Alexei Nicholas,
Bevon Gordon, Kadeem Campbell (all form
VI), Zachary Gonsalves, Jordan Moses (form
V) all did a tremendous job of flying the
Fatima and Trinbago flags very, very high.
The way they carried themselves, greeted
people and performed on the track had many
people wondering where they were from.
Nitendo Vinces.
FINAL RESULTS:
Fatima's 4x100m Team - 43.82 seconds
(Micaiah Joseph,Xavier Mulugata, Bevon
Gordon, Alexei Nicholas)
2nd in their heat; 32nd out of 257 high
schools in their division (top 12%); 54th out
of all 579 high schools (top 9%).
2nd best placing; 3rd best time since our first
Penn Relays appearance in 2011
Fatima's 4x400m Team - 3 minutes 29.84
seconds (Kadeem Campbell, Alexei Nicholas,
Micaiah Joseph, Xavier Mulugata)
9th in their heat; 159th out of 552 schools
(top 29%)
2nd best time Fatima has achieved at Penn.

rugby team

relay team
members of penn

Fatima Athletes from Penn Relays Team
performed well at Hampton International
Track and Field Games Heats. Kadeem
Campbell, Micaiah Joseph, and Xavier
Mulugata all qualified for the finals of the
Hampton Games to be held later this month.
Kadeem who has recently returned from
injury, continued his fine form by clocking
50.72 to win heat #3 of the Under-18 400m.
He was just ahead of fellow sixth former
Micaiah Joseph who finished in 50.97
seconds. Captain Mulugata remains consistent with an 11.06 seconds clocking in the
Under-20 100m. Other good performances
came from Bevon Gordon, Alexei Nicholas,
and Andrii Campbell.

CRICKET
An innings saving knock from Jean-Paul
Rocke and brilliant death bowling led Fatima
to the Powergen Secondary Schools Intercol
Knockout T20 title against Naparima at the
National Cricket Centre, Couva, on Friday 9th
May 2015.
Rocke was named man-of-the-match for his
knock and getting the prized wicket of Naps
national youth player Clevon Kalawan for
duck.

triumphant t20 cricket team
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Can you identify anyone in these old photos?
Email your answer and any old photos you have from school to:
contact@foba.fatima.edu.tt

1967 Form 3
(submitted by
Raymond Thurton)

1962
George Assam,
Joe Sabeeney,
Conrad Aleong

1975 - Fatima Cricket Champs
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Visit www.foba.fatima.edu.tt/about/sub-committees
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